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Target 
n  Late-arriving refugee high school youth 
n  Russian-speaking 
n  Need to pass high school exit exam 
n  Want to go to college or work 
n  Willing to attend classes on Saturdays 



How many words? 
n  200,000 words in English 
n  Educated native English adult knows 

about 20,000 
n  We learn about 1,000 a year 
n  We use about 1,000 in social talk 
n  English-only kinders from educated 

homes recognize about 4,000 when they 
start school (receptive “word bank”) 



ELs and vocab 
n  EL kinder needs to know 4,000 like 

his peers, plus 1,000 new words 
n  EL 4th grader needs to know 9,000 

like his peers, plus 1,000 new words 
n  And so on.... 
n  Where to begin?   

n  Threshold vocabulary 



High frequency words 
n  Research on needs of foreign 

students coming to the US for college 
n  minimum 2,000 high frequency (GSL) 
n  plus 570 from the “academic word list” 

n  General Services List 
n  1st 1000---about 75% of any text 
n  2nd 1000--another 5-10% 

n  Content words--about 10% 
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n  Website for GSL word analysis 
 
http://www.lextutor.ca/vp/eng/ 



28 words from the GSL list 
n  a, ability, able, above, abroad, 

absent, accept, accident, accuse, 
ache, act, across, actual, admire, 
adult, advantage, adventure, 
advice, afford, afraid, afternoon, 
again, agency, agree, airplane, 
allow, already, altogether 



GSL 501-1000, random 
n  animal, cent, check, cross,  

director, district, familiar, hang, 
heat, language, length, medical, 
motor, opportunity, pattern, please, 
population, recommend, red, 
reduce, secretary, settle, share, 
song, stick, suppose, surprise, title  



Academic Word List sample 
n  analysis, area, concept, create, 

economic, estimate, formula, legal, 
occur, categories, distinction, potential, 
regulations, emphasis, initial, contrast, 
cycle, obvious, subsequent, 
undertaken, precise, ratio, whereas, 
aggregate, neutral, nevertheless, deny, 
dynamic, guarantee, hierarchical 



2 classes for refugee students 
n  Essential Reading Vocabulary 

n  75-85% of text 
 

n  Academic Word List 
n  Words important for college 



Essential Reading Vocab 
n  Selected 650 words from the GSL 1500 

n  Words that are not covered in ELD 
n  13 lessons, 50 words each 
n  Taught 2 hrs in Russian 
n  Taught 2 hrs in English 
n  Comprehension (receptive) test 

n  6 English words, 3 Russian meanings 



Academic Word List 
n  570 high frequency words (Nation)  

n  College texts, across disciplines 
n  80 additional words from GSL 1500 
n  13 lessons, 50 words each 
n  Taught 2 hrs in Russian 
n  Taught 2 hrs in English 
n  Comprehension pre/post--20 items, 120 wds 

n  6 English words, 3 Russian definitions; match 
n  Pilot: pre = 36% correct, post = 73% 



n  Activities and assessment based on 
work of I.S.P Nation, New Zealand 
n  Learning Vocabulary in a Second 

Language 
n  Target is receptive knowledge 

n  Related to reading comprehension 
n  Strong positive response from pilot 

group (self-selected motivated students) 



Refugee grant funds--- 
n  Development of class materials, assessments 

n  Essential Reading Vocab: 13 4-hr classes 
n  Academic Word List: 13 4-hr classes 

n  Teaching of Saturday classes 
n  6 field trips to colleges and vocational training 

programs 
n  Take-home laptops for additional 128 hrs of 

learning of English vocab and grammar 



Contacts 
n  Judy Lewis, Director 
n  Nadia Kalinyuk, Coordinator 
n  Danna Domashuk, Developer 
n  Stacy Kopshy, Developer 

n  916 635-6815 
n  jlewis@fcusd.org 


